DUAL ARTIST CAREERS

Monday, June 19th, 2017
7:00pm-8:00pm
LeBaron Auditorium 1210

Heather is a digital textile artist who creates “large-scale allegorical narratives that utilize analog and digital craft and technology.” Her textile creations incorporate hand-painting, drawing, stitching, and digital printing. Heather’s work has been displayed at the Samuel S. Fleisher Art Museum’s Wind Challenge Award Exhibition, the Racine Museum, and a number of other museums.

Hitoshi is an inkjet surface imaging and painting technologist, with more than 20 years of high-end surface imaging and manufacturing experience. He is known in the field of interior surface imaging for his “combination of traditional aesthetics with computer aided design expertise.” In 2015, Hitoshi, as Program Director, launched the Master of Science in Surface Imaging at Philadelphia University.

Contact us at TextileandForm@iastate.edu for information:

Sponsored in part by a grant from the National Endowment for the Arts
and
The Donna R. Danielson Professorship in Textiles & Clothing